Model outlook
A spot-forward model for electricity prices with regime shifts -p.3 The price variation can be decomposed in a deterministic and a stochastic part:
• The deterministic part is derived as a "seasonality shape" (Blöchlinger, 2008) . The shape is further incorporated in the hourly price forward curve (HPCF) • The stochastic component is modeled as variation around the hourly price-forward curve (HPFC). We distinguish between normal deviations (Gaussian regime) and extreme deviations (spike regimes)
• The HPFCs are derived from market prices of traded futures (EEX Phelix futures, 01/01/2009-14/03/2013), with the procedure by Benth et al. (2007) . The deviation from the seasonal component is modeled by a spline with maximum smoothness, which helps to keep the hourly seasonality shape unaffected
• Each day, future prices are observed in the market and the updated HPFC is derived
• The spot price is thus built on the newest information on market expectation 
if system is in normal regime f
Transition matrix:
Model for electricity prices: Time blocks
A spot-forward model for electricity prices with regime shifts -p.6
The price volatility or the probability and magnitude of spikes may be different
• in summer and winter,
• at weekdays (Mo-Fr), Saturday and Sunday,
• at different times of the day. → H = 33 hourly blocks for which parameters must be estimated (normal regime).
For the spike regimes we distinguish only between days and seasons → D = 6 parameter sets
We define two functions
that assign to the hour t the index h or d, respectively.
Estimation: Log-likelihood function
A spot-forward model for electricity prices with regime shifts -p.7
φ: density of the normal distribution with parameters µ, σ ϕ: density of the exponential distribution with parameter λ
• ln L is maximized to find the optimal values for the regime limits • In each step the other parameters are estimated • The optimal values for the limits are fixed and the log-likelihood function is maximized again with respect to the other parameters • Probabilities of transitions and of remaining in regimes are calculated from the number of corresponding observations. Upper spike regime winter 2009-2010 2009-2011 2009-2012 • Potential applications: Simulation of spot prices for medium and long term planning of electricity production, risk management, valuation of power contracts etc.
